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STOLE VEHICLE RECOVED 

“Without Text2Car 

we may have still 

recovered the     

stolen vehicle,     

but definitely        

not  as quickly,   

and our insurance   

claim would have 

taken a big hit.”  

• Mike S, Owner                        

Centennial 360 
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ABOUT OUR CLIENT 
CENTENNIAL 360 has been serving Saskatoon & area for over 45 years. 
With more than 50 employees, they are a leading provider in home renova-
tions as well as plumbing, heating, cooling, and electrical installation and 
service. In 2012, Centennial launched its Custom Homes division.  

SITUATION 
In the early hours of April 4th an individual or individuals broke into Centennial 360’s 
equipment yard. After damaging one vehicle in a failed attempt to hot-wire it, they 
moved on and managed to get another vehicle started. The first employee to arrive 
that morning noticed the lock was cut on the equipment yard gate. Mike, the owner 
was immediately contacted and upon arrival, noticed one vehicle was missing and 
phoned the police.  

RESULTS 
During his initial discussion with the police, Mike was unsure if the vehicle would 
ever be recovered. He then remembered that actually, he already had the solution. 
Recently, all of their vehicles had been installed with Text2Car Fleet Tracking           
devices. A GPS Locate Command was sent to the vehicle and the provided location 
was forwarded to the police; who were then able to immediate recover the vehicle.      

END BENEFITS 
Thanks to the decision to go with Text2Car’s Fleet Tracking System, Centennial 360 
was able to quickly and easily locate the stolen vehicle and forward this information 
to the police. They were also able to see every turn and stop the vehicle made that 
night. It was noted that the Assailants made multiple stops at a specific location. All 
of this information had been handed to the police to assist in their ongoing investiga-
tion of this crime. Attributed to a quick recovery, the vehicle was returned with mini-
mal damage and was soon back to work in Centennial 360’s fleet. 
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Police On Scene After 

Text2Car Finds Truck 


